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Proofreaders at the Age

Some 60 plus male proofreaders come into what is called the

Val Noone Reading Room at 2.00 pm, joining some 30 day shift of

In June, at a Labour History Conference marking the 150th
anniversary of the eight-hour day victory by Melbourne
stonemasons, I gave a paper on trade union responses to
technological change. Drawing on my experience as a member of the
newspaper section of the Printing and Kindred Industries Union, I
related developments around 1980 to the writings of the American
labour activist and theorist Harry Braverman. The full footnoted
paper is to appear in Labour History. Here is an extract
concerning my experience working as an assistant proofreader at the
Age.
The classified advertisements in the Saturday edition
of the Age are at the heart of this story. Let us begin at about
two o’clock on a Friday afternoon in the four-storey building
on the corner of Spencer and Lonsdale Streets, Melbourne,
in 1977, the year that I started as a night-shift assistant
proofreader.
A day shift of a few hundred consisting of phoneroom typists, journalists, administrators, editors, managers,
compositors, printers, proofreaders, photo-engravers,
stereotypers, galley pullers, cleaners, canteen staff,
dispatchers and so on have been working all day on
tomorrow’s newspaper and also next week’s newspapers.
They will continue working until, say, five o’clock.
The building will soon swell to bursting point as a
couple of hundred night shift workers join the above
workforce at various stages of the afternoon. This extra effort
on Friday in preparation for the Saturday Age is the climax of
the week at the newspaper which boasted that their Saturday
publication was the largest edition in the English-speaking
world of classified advertising on a single day.

mixed male and female proofreaders. Well, on both shifts,
they are not all proofreaders. About half of them are
assistant proofreaders who in that year were starting at
$183.40 per week rising to $189.40 after six months while
proofreaders properly so called, were earning about $30
more than that.
To earn this money, working in pairs at desks with
high insulated sides to keep noise down, the assistants will
read aloud about ten proofs, or galleys as they are called, per
hour to the readers who will make the correction marks on
the proofs. During the shift, friendly readers will swap
around and read back to the assistant. After an assistant had
gained some respect in the place, the same readers will let
them mark a proof for them, although they had to take the
responsibility if some major error went through to the press.
Most of the work in the reading room was boring and
repetitive. A typical shift would consist of six hours’ proof
reading Classified advertisements and two hours of proof
reading News and Features while overtime was mostly
classifieds. Houses For Sale and Used Cars were the two
biggest categories but there were a dozen other sorts of
classifieds.
On Friday the night shift has come in for a couple of
hours' pre-shift overtime. With that, some post-shift overtime
on Thursday (all Saturday classifieds) and taking in night
penalty rates, a proofreader or an assistant had a modestly
well paying semi-skilled job. They worked a five-day week on
a six-day roster: that is, the paper came out each day except
Sunday so the Reading Room worked every night except
Saturday. Readers were thus rostered off Saturday and one
other night on a rotating pattern.
When I started in late April 1977, the head reader, or
foreman of both shifts in the reading room, who employed
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me, was Bernie Carroll, who had been president of the
PKIU in 1960-62. He was popular and when he died in May
1986 his Requiem was well attended by reading room staff.
On that first day, Bernie pointed out to me the round
table in the middle of the reading room with spikes for
proofs on a rotating central shelf and carefully explained to
me that it was called the revising table. There, he said,
reliable assistants worked on checking revised proofs, that is
proofs that have the corrections done. In a few years, maybe
five at the most, I would be eligible to do that and earn a few
extra dollars, he said. Well, with major technological
changes over the next couple of years it did not quite work
out that way.

Dick Curlewis, proofreader, on the picket line at the Printing and Kindred
Industries Union (PKIU) strike with the NPA in 1975 (2 years before Val
Noone joined the Age). Collection Name: John Ellis Collection (Created
by John Ellis. Copyright University of Melbourne archives).

Driving the production of the printed newspaper were
a couple of score of highly paid typesetters working on
Linotype machines: they worked at piece rates per line of
lead type they set. The aristocrats of the printing industry,
they were known as the Piece Battery, their special
keyboards were not qwerty ones, and their output was
known as hot metal. In their day, in the 1890s, Linotype
machines had been the new technology and had reduced the
number of hand compositors employed by the Age from 120
to 44. The big change coming was that their machines were
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about to become museum pieces – no firm was making new
ones.
While the linotype operators were in a way the engine
room of the place the fuel supply came from the Phone
Room where expert typists, all women, took down classified
advertisements over the telephone. They were not in the
printers’ union but, partly because of the printers’ craft
snobbery and partly because of political differences in
earlier decades, they were members of the Victorian
Printers’ Operatives Union, the VPOU.
Although the Australian Printers’ Union had in the
1920s moved to include semi-skilled members under the
same union, still the PKIU had the strengths and
weaknesses of a craft union. And also in the VPOU were the
stereotypers and press hands who did the actual printing.
PKIU members shared the canteen with stereotypers and the
journalists and the phone-room typists and the stereotypers
and press operators. However, there was on paper but
dormant, a grand chapel, a combined shop stewards
committee, which in the coming years would gain fresh life.
Proofreaders in the newspaper industry were
themselves in an exceptional category. In a classic printing
house, proofreaders would be compositors who had
developed the appropriate skills and who would command a
compositor’s wage. (In the 1970s a compositor could be a
hand compositor, a machine operator or a cold metal
worker. For the PKIU it meant technically a tradesman who
had completed an apprenticeship but exceptions were made).
In newspapers, proofreaders were not required to be
compositors and were paid less. In the Age reading room
there were, as it turned out, two proofreaders who were
qualified tradesmen compositors, Tom Sharland and Val
Bohner. Proofreaders at the Age came from a wide variety of
backgrounds and most were, like many printers, selfeducated and well read.
In 1977, when hot metal was still the main production
method, proofreaders and their assistants were a crucial,
semi-skilled ingredient in the printing of those classified
advertisements which were so essential to the success of the
Age. There were 59 proofreaders employed in May that year
and 39 at August 1985 in addition, in each case, to a couple
of staff hands. According to my union note books, 90 people
worked night-shift in the Age reading room 1977-86. By 1990
proofreaders were gone.
Already the proofs gave evidence of the changing
technology. Some galleys of hot metal came with TTS in the
header slug – a slug was a line of type, usually in 12-point
Roman capitals, with the name of the operator who set it so
that it could go back to him and to guard against the piece
workers slacking on accuracy. TTS stood for teletypeset,
meaning that those lines of lead type had been generated on
an automated Linotype machine into which had been fed
ticker tape generated on teleprinter qwerty keyboards. In
1977 errors in letter spacing and hyphenation occurred
frequently in the TTS galleys.
Also coming in for correction were some advertising
proofs on photographic paper, called bromides, which were
typed on the same teleprinter keyboards but the tape had
been fed into a photographic typesetter known a Photon
from its brand name and the output, though paper and not
from metal, was known as cold metal. Such bromides were
to be cut and pasted face up into make-up pages, unlike the
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hot metal which was placed in reverse into a frame on
Composing Floor.
So you could see that the printing technology was
already changing. Within the following fifteen or so years
operators of VDUs with spell-checking software would make
proofreaders redundant and the reading room would be gone
along with the Piece Battery, the Composing Floor, the
Stereotypers and Letter-press operators. There were signs
that a craft was dying but its exponents and allied semiskilled workers were not sure exactly what was coming,
when or how. Nonetheless, on such a Friday night in 1977,
there was an air of normalcy.
Before looking at how the Age proofreaders reacted to
technological change it is important to draw attention to a
major development which occurred in Sydney in 1976-77
and which was to change the newspaper industry around
Australia. In the latter half of 1976 there was a bitter 60-day
strike at Fairfax in Sydney with a confrontation between
militant unionists and pickets against police and some other
workers. Then, at the very time which constitutes a starting
point for the present study, there came an arbitration ruling
known as the Cahill decision of 1977. Rosslyn Reed, a
sociologist at the University of Technology Sydney, sums up
its significance:

by name in the union claims. However, the group made their
presence known, supported the chapels in strengthening the
negotiating claims of the union officials, and laid a
foundation for greater access to a say in future union
developments.
The full paper in Labour History discusses the above
experiences in the light of a number of published studies of
unions and technological change and shows that the
readers’ assistants took steps to see that they were given fair
treatment in an agreement which initially seemed biased
towards the tradesmen and in particular the piece operators.
Through the upheavals of those years, the Age chapel and the
Victorian newspaper section of the PKIU showed signs of
renewed vigour. The grand chapel was reactivated at the Age
in 1978; the chapel made fresh links with the Sydney
branch; the log of claims was pursued vigorously each year;
the former photo-engravers amalgamated with the PKIU;
and in 1985 Ian Wenham took over from Fred Nelson as
State Secretary. The paper also relates developments of the
1970s and 1980s to ongoing questions of machines, profit
and human well-being.

Val Noone is editor of Táin, the magazine of the Australian
Irish Network, and a fellow in the department of history at
the University of Melbourne.
Although print workers initially claimed control over Contact: <valnoone@unimelb.edu.au>.
entry of all copy to the computer, agreement [between
unions and employers] was based on a ruling by Justice
RESEARCH CORNER
Cahill in the NSW Industrial Commission in 1977 (no
114 of 1977) following industrial action by the members The CPA in trade unions
Doug Jordan
of the PKIU employed by the Fairfax organisation in
Sydney concerning the conditions under which the
PKIU would accept the introduction of computerised Up to the present time the campaign against the new IR laws
typesetting. The Cahill judgment was formulated on the has focused almost exclusively on their threat to the pay and
principle of the retention of the first keystroke or ‘direct conditions of Australian workers. This emphasis is
entry’ at the point of origination of copy within the understandable given the fact that the prime task of trade
unions is to campaign on these issues.
organisation.
However, in a recent interview on Melbourne radio
This meant that journalists and phone-room typists could 3CR Humphrey McQueen described another aspect of trade
input copy directly into the typesetting system. The PKIU union activity. That is the often-vital role that trade unions
retained control over advertisements or news stories that have previously played in building social and political
came into the newspaper on paper: such material became movements that were not primarily concerned with issues of
known as hard copy. There were some disputes about tipping pay and working conditions. When the union movement was
panels in the racing pages and television programs. But this strongly involved in these movements the movements were
meant that Victorian, and other, branches faced a daunting enormously strengthened and were far more effective. This
was a feature of many of the social movements in the 1960s
precedent and had to accept early defeat on a central issue.
In 1978, as the newspaper section of the Victorian and 1970s.
Direct political action by trade unionists started to ebb
branch of the PKIU began a round of negotiations with the
Newspaper Publishers Association (NPA) over new in the early 1980s. One reason was the election of the
technology, proofreaders’ assistants in the Age reading room Hawke Labor Government that consciously rejected almost
began their own small-scale organising. On 1 December, the totally any link to the more radical traditions of labour
union representative called an informal meeting for 4.00 movement activity. It is a trend that has continued today as
Sunday afternoon in the canteen before work started at 5.30. Labor Parties around Australia seek to present a moderate
To announce the meeting, on the Friday, when most of the image in the hope of being elected. This means it is more
staff were present, he used a PPR, that is a hand-written important than ever for trade unions to return to the old
notice: the initials stand for Please Pass Round. Through traditions of support for social movements that are now
such methods the group managed to raise their demands at starting to re-emerge. Part of the reason for doing this is to
the chapel and later at the newspaper section as a whole. As expand the potential base of support for trade unions when
often happens, once the group spoke up they found others their very existence is under threat. It was therefore a
had similar concerns, both within the Age and also at the welcome development to see union secretaries Kevin
Herald and the Weekly Times. One unexpected bonus was that Bracken (MUA) and Joan Doyle (Postal Workers) speak at
the Father of the Chapel there, Ken Kibblewhite, was himself recent antiwar rallies and insist that ‘Peace was union
a proofreader. However, despite that, they were unsuccessful business’.
in having their request to have reader’s assistants mentioned
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Fragments: John Becker’s Diary and the unfolding war
Julie Kimber

What future?, Jobs, home, peace, H.B. Chandler, Coronation Print, Brisbane,
1946. Election material of the Communist party for the 1946 federal
election (Noel Butlin Archives/sourced from ‘Reason in Revolt’ http://
www.reasoninrevolt.net.au/bib/PR0000521.htm)

Currently I am a PhD student at Victoria University. The
focus of my thesis is a detailed examination of the ways in
which the CPA pursued its political goals through the trade
unions between 1945-60. In particular, I am looking at how
the CPA attempted to build trade union support for the
peace movement, support for full Aboriginal civil rights,
challenges to the White Australia policy, and issues
connected to post-war migration. These attempts were a
direct application of Lenin’s What is to be Done?, which
specifically rejected any attempt to limit trade union activity
to economic demands only. The CPA also hoped by drawing
workers into political activity they would develop a
revolutionary consciousness and join the party.
The difficulty of achieving success for such aims in the
heated atmosphere of the Cold War is obvious. Almost any
issue that became linked to the CPA became tainted by
definition. In addition the ALP proscribed many of the
social movements that the CPA sought to promote. This
limited their membership to CPA members and those willing
to work with them. However after the ALP split in 1955
Cold War tensions eased to the extent where the Grouper
Jim Kenny chaired the trade union session at the 1959 Peace
Congress. Despite these difficulties the CPA pursued its
political goals with surprising vigour. They helped to keep
alive the tradition of political trade unionism that was to
emerge with full force in the 1960s. We owe them a
considerable debt of gratitude.
If there are any readers of the Recorder who have
personal memories of this period I would be extremely
interested in speaking to them. I can be contacted on 9376
4728 or by e-mail at <douglas.Jordan@research.vu.edu.au>
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The town of Orange is situated in the central tablelands of
New South Wales (NSW). It is surrounded by prime
agricultural land. This landscape, which for much of the
twentieth century was dominated by fruit growing is now
peppered with vineyards. Its surrounds of rock outcrops and
Australian bush were home to the Wiradjuri people, the rich
volcanic soil gave impetus for European colonisation and
environmental change. In the two decades after European
settlement potatoes and pubs sprouted. Gold was discovered
nearby, and the town established itself as a service centre to
the mines. Sufficiently distant from the diggings it escaped
the boom and bust nature of mining towns, the fate suffered
by the nearby Lucknow. From the 1850s the town took on a
permanence not foreseen. Humpies and houses were built,
scrub cleared, and rough roads constructed with tree stumps
left in situ. European trees and plants were transplanted to
cover an indigenous landscape, beginning a never ending
fight against briars and thistle. As the town grew through to
the 1890s, schools, churches and government buildings were
erected and a sense of order and stability reinforced by the
formation of multiple community organisations. Particularly
important were the friendly societies, which demanded and
replicated service to the ‘community’ and to ‘brothers’.
For the young men and women of the town there
were many avenues for entertainment. For those with a few
coins in their pocket there were picture shows, comedy and
drama evenings, dances and socials. For others the warmer
months could be spent promenading up and down the main
street of the town, or just ‘holding up verandah posts’,
especially around Post Office Lane, a notorious side street off
the main drag. The latter was a particular past-time for
young men who ogled passers-by and annoyed the more ‘upright’ members of the town. Then there were the many
public bars, occasional outside entertainment, sports, and
clubs. Younger kids could find a little excitement in kicking
stones, torturing little animals, writing or etching graffiti, or
making their way through fenced off properties to unsafe
dams for a quick swim. Streets and bars swelled on Friday
and Saturday nights with the influx of freshly bathed
farmers and itinerant and seasonal workers, all in town to
spend their money, get a hair cut, listen to the various bands
parading up and down the streets, or just get drunk and find
a little comfort. The occasional fight, courting couples, and
more secretive transactions would detour through Robertson
Park. A cacophony of noise, hot pie sellers, spruikers of all
manner of goods, and soap box orators would alternately
amuse and repulse the throng. In the ways of many other
towns, those in work often found employment via friendship
and family connections. Religious denomination was
important here, with Catholic and Protestant businesses
tending to employ their own.
The town of Orange, like many across Australia
responded to the outbreak of World War I with a mixture of
jingoism, excitement, caution and fear. Recruitment drives
were held. Shop windows became billboards showing the
movements of war. White feathers, poems in the local paper
urging young men to enlist, stories of German atrocities and
a subtle, but all pervasive, shift in language built walls
between ‘them’ and ‘us’. The initial rush of war had the
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outward appearance of an event which would sweep all
members of society together in a forward movement to get
the job done. The reality was somewhat different.
On the margins of the town, as with most in
Australia, lived those itinerant workers and ‘outsiders’
whose labour helped to sustain the town’s growth, or whose
behaviour provided some ‘entertainment’. The following
provides segments of the remarkable diary of John Becker,
an itinerant worker of German origin who found himself in
Orange at the outbreak of the war. John Becker’s diary,
located in the National Library of Australia, provides us
with a glimpse of life as a ‘bagman’, farm hand, and
outsider. What emerges most strongly is the ambiguous, and
often tenuous, nature of social relationships. In the year he
was to turn forty-six, Becker wrote what was probably one of
many diaries providing the detail of his daily routine, how he
was feeling, whether he was ill, whether he got work, what
he ate and how he slept.
An unidentified itinerant
worker. Image title: ‘A
SWAGMAN WITH HIS SWAG
AND BILLY ‘. Copyright
Museum Victoria.

Born in Germany in 1868,
Becker travelled
extensively, being in
Shanghai in 1904, and
arriving in Australia
sometime between then
and 1910. In Australia he
travelled between South
Australia and NSW,
‘humping the drum’.
Spending Christmas in
1913 ‘walking around the
suburbs’ of Sydney, he
made his way to a property outside Orange, stopping at
Nowra, Jervis Bay, Milton, Termeil, Braidwood,
Bungendore, Queanbeyan, Yass, Murrumburrah, Young,
Cowra, Mandurama, Carcoar, Millthorpe, Spring Hill and
Lucknow. Facing the adversities of life as an outsider, he
commented on his journey to Cowra that ‘people seem
more than ever to have a grudge against bagmen’. His diary
opens with him taking shelter from the rain in a cave with
other ‘bagmen’ near Shoalhaven. From there he travelled,
mainly walked—occasionally picking up lifts and fellow
travellers—to a property between Lucknow and Orange run
by the Dunbar family.
Becker is an extraordinary man, his diary, written in
English, reveals much about his determination to, in his
words, ‘improve upon myself ’. In between eking out an
existence, Becker was teaching himself Spanish and French
and reading history, and not once, it would seem, did he go
a day without recording his thoughts in his journal. His life
on the road was difficult, and not surprisingly, his thoughts
arched between bouts of melancholy and deep depression
and anger. In one statement, a self-rebuttal to darker
thoughts, he wrote, ‘Patience! Patience! My time will yet
come.’ The following is an attempt to sketch his story during
1914, a year of hardship and desperation for Becker.
Throughout, he was marginalised from the town, and his
isolation would be compounded by the onset of the war.

Becker came across the Dunbars by chance after finding
himself caught in a thunderstorm. The family saw him to a
shed and the following day offered him £2 to cut out briars.
On his second day cutting, his wrists aching and his pants
torn, Becker commented:
This is the glorious Australia, where thousands of
people are on the roads in search of work, those
employers try to get these people to do their work
cheap!! Cheapness is the key note of it all, more
immigrants, less work and all casual work at that and
more and more men on the road. A truly wonderful
country.
Though his disgust at social inequity would continue, Becker
became somewhat fond of the family, striking up
conversations with Mrs Dunbar, a Sunday School teacher. At
one point he confided to her his interest in ‘theosophy and
spiritualism’. Despite these conversations, his life remained
desolate. His physical environment—the stench of the pig sty
outside his shed, no light or candle to read by at night (the
Dunbars were afraid of fire), and a meagre diet made up
largely of brown bread with the occasional tomato and
stewed apple—played on his mind. For his labour Becker
earned in return about £1 a week, and after a month or so
he was itching to move on. In late March Mr Dunbar took
Becker to meet another farmer, Mr Brown, who lived one
and a half miles the other side of town. Brown took Becker
on as a day worker at six shillings. The upside for Becker
was that he would ‘have a candle and [could] hope to do
some work at night’. For whatever reason something kept
him in Orange. The Browns, he said, were good people.
Despite this, the circumstances of his existence, the injustice
and desperation for a better life, grated:
Hope that my fate may take a turn for the better soon, it
is hard enough to bear as it is; never any headway to be
made, always the same kind of work ... My luck never
seems to turn. Hope, hope always, but the realisation is
long in coming.
He settled into the routine of life on the property, and apart
from the occasional companionship with a fellow
‘unfortunate’, he lived mostly alone in a shed away from the
‘permanent men’s quarters’. Rising at dawn Becker made his
breakfast on the billy and started off to work. At midday, or
thereabouts, he stopped for dinner, and continued work until
sundown, when he made his way back to his shed and got
himself tea, often tinned fish and bread, supplemented
occasionally with vegetables, fruit, or meat from the house.
Weather permitting he set into town every Friday night to do
his shopping, and had a weekly bath on Saturday. On one
outing to the town he took some pleasure that the potatopicking season had brought ‘plenty of wild looking
personalities’ into Orange, commenting that ‘I’m not the worst
dressed in town by any means yet’.
For much of the time Becker was at the Browns he
lived a precarious existence not knowing if the work would
run till the next day. And the potato harvest held its own
drawbacks ‘it is not a fine job by any means; pretty dusty and
there is also too much stooping to do which I won’t like, my
back will not stand too much of that’. Working alongside
Becker on the harvest were other itinerant workers including
the Doughertys, an Irish immigrant family, whose children
worked alongside their parents. Mrs Dougherty occasionally
5 Recorder No. 251
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did Becker’s washing. As the winter set in, so did Becker’s
melancholy. The work left deep cracks and sores in his
hands, relieved only marginally by rubbing them with
Vaseline. In what can be a very chilly part of the country the
early morning frosts soaked through his socks and shoes and
his feet remained cold throughout the day’s work. For Becker
it inflamed rheumatism and compounded his misery
It is not very cheery in this shed, so cold and windy and
uninviting; but what is to be done? May something
better come my way soon, that is my sincere desire, to
have a nice little room of ones own where one has the
comfort necessary for much studying and where one
also may be able to keep one’s self more clean than
here. It is not possible here … May an opportunity for
something present itself soon!!

I see, behind all this turmoil, all this great warfare, what?
The dawn of, or the birth of, Democracy in Europe.
...

Yes, it will be a heavy price to pay, but in my opinion it is
worth all that, the leveling down of all class distinction
and the abolishing of the monarchy in Germany will
work wonders. For this I am certain if the day goes
against the Germans and one can as things are at present
hardly doubt that, then the people will realise that
through Socialism alone war can be abolished.

Switching to the less ‘jingoistic’ Sydney Morning Herald from
the Telegraph, Becker commented ‘what a pity that a
capitalistic press can influence the majority of the people’.
Buying a ‘guide of the war’ to follow the fighting, he also
sent away for four books ‘dealing with all the problems of
government’, starting on P. Snowden’s Socialism and
By June Becker felt sufficiently settled to begin sending off Syndicalism. His struggle to come to grips with the war was
for books from Dymock’s. Requesting first Sir Evelyn compounded by biased and insufficient reporting, as the
Wood’s Revolt in Hindustan and a text on the American Civil following extract reveals:
War. However, the winter cold and its attendant misery
[There are in the newspapers] A lot of rumours by
remained his foremost preoccupation. He wrote: ‘my time
incompetent people, at least that is my impression. There
seems as far off as ever it was. That is just the case that the
have been so very many false reports, so many
thought of not being able to succeed makes me feel so bad.’
exaggerations since the beginning of the war that one
World events would soon amplify Becker’s melancholy.
does become rather cynical about it. To me it appears
By the end of July, Becker’s preoccupations turned to
that certain people are deliberately spreading reports
Europe and he began to order the paper daily, his initial
about German atrocities! ... Those lovely people are
reactions to the tensions in Europe were ones of caution and
sowing a crop of hatred which future generations will
concern:
have to reap. What the final result may be none can
Though I am not a patriot and bear no goodwill towards
foretell, but I am certain that there is more to come after
Prussia ... I should not like to see a reactionary power,
Germany and Austria are done for.
like Russia, getting the upper hand of Germany. Things
It is the stories of ‘German atrocities’ which he finds most
will be very slack in Australia soon too.
troubling.
On learning that Germany had declared war on Russia ‘a
There is such a lot of lies published so that it is hard to
grave state of affairs’, he commented:
know which is which. There certainly is a systematic
These papers here are very anti-German, though there is
attempt to inflame neutral powers into action by
I must admit some reason for it … if it must come then
publishing again and again tales of German atrocities,
let it be the last war, for people ought at last to see that it
which I can’t bring myself to believe in!!!!
is not worth all the sacrifices made.
By late October Becker wrote that he had ‘come to the
For Becker, the early phase of war was a time of immense opinion that it is the best for Germany to be beaten’ ... [so
confusion and uncertainty:
that there may be] ‘a thorough alteration of the government.’
Of more immediate concern, however, was the possibility of
Up to now there is no war declared between Britain and internment:
Germany, but that may come at any time. Some of these
‘jingos’ on either side will try hard to bring about a
In England they are arresting Germans and Austrians
rupture. May God give that Britain remain neutral.
between 17 and 45 years of age, wholesale. The same
...
thing may happen here also. Though I am 46 years, it is
I don’t know what course to adopt. May I be guided and
hard to tell what may happen. One does not like to lose
enlightened by the Master for I am at a loss what to do.
one’s liberty and employment in these times. Heaven
This uncertainty is a severe strain on my nerves... What
knows it is hard enough, for me at any rate to earn a few
a misery for so many millions and for what??
pounds. It is hard times for anyone and all for the sake of
the gratification of ambition of some people.
Wishing desperately for an end to both ‘militarism’ and
monarchy Becker struggled between seeing the war as a Later he commented on his growing anxiety, ‘what a terrible
chance for ‘democracy’ to emerge and as a great waste of state of affairs now and the hatred is growing steady.’ Being
life. Though contradictory, his comments reflect a hope that unsure of the accuracy of reports of German atrocities
there would be purpose in the war:
made things unbearable for Becker:
Is it not time that militarism were abolished. And what
am I to do? … Poor mother! How will she fare?
...

Poor people to suffer for the thirst for power of some of
the “great” ones.
...
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I cannot believe that children’s hands were purposely
and in cold blood hacked off. The continual reiteration
makes it no better but causes a lot of hatred of which
there is quite enough already in this astral atmosphere.
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Becker’s depression deepened as the war gained momentum. In this misery life went on for Becker, cutting briars and
during season digging potatoes and picking peas, the war
Could not concentrate my mind on anything, feel so remained a pre-occupation. On Christmas day he asked
tired and sleepy, don’t know what it means; feel still very himself ‘how much longer will this great suicidal struggle
poor. Under such circumstances one does grow tired of continue?’
one’s very existence, how one longs for complete
annihilation. But one must not give way to such It is not known what happened to John Becker. The diary in the
weaknesses!!
National Library is accompanied by an envelope showing that it was
...
posted from Germany to a Miss Rachel Brown in Strathfield, who no
Usual Sunday routine … Don’t make much headway longer resides at that address. To this point, Library privacy rules have
with Don Quixote. Dictionary not good enough, feel not limited further enquiry. juliekimber@unswalumni.com
very bright either. Time to vanish soon into the Astral.
Am of now use as it is now.
STATE LIBRARY OF VICTORIA: SEPTEMBER EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS

Finding Families in the Genealogy Centre
Learn how to research your family history, with help from
expert staff. Sat & Sun, 2–3pm (bookings only required for
groups: 03 8664 7016 or bookings@slv.vic.gov.au)
Storytelling: Tales of Ned Kelly
Captivating tales for children up to eight years. Sat & Sun, 1–
1.30pm & 2–2.30pm (bookings not required) & Picturing Ned
Kelly A drawing activity for children up to eight years. Sat &
Sun, 12.30–1.30pm & 2–3pm (book at foyer desk from
11.30am)

Revisit the highs and lows of Victorian democracy, including
the eight-hour-day movement, women’s struggle for the right
to vote, the drama of the 1923 police strike and the mystery of
the missing parliamentary mace. Time: 2 June–1 October,
10am–5pm daily: Keith Murdoch Gallery— Free.

Who's Telling Tales?
History and fiction: where is the boundary, who is blurring it,
and why? This seminar will examine the popularity of
Australian historical fiction and invite responses to the
history/fiction ‘debate’. This event is part of the Historically
Speaking seminar series hosted by the History Council of
Naked Democracy: Governing Victoria 1856–2006
Victoria. For more information, call 03 8664 7261, email
This exhibition celebrates 150 years of self-government in h c v e x e c o f f i c e r @ s l v. v i c . g o v. a u , o r g o t o
Victoria with a fascinating display of political memorabilia, www.historycouncilvic.org.au. Time: Tues 26 September, 6–
curated by Robyn Annear – from Fawkner’s 1835 draft 8pm Venue: Experimedia Bookings: Not required—Free
constitution to newspaper cartoons, and protest banners.
CROSSWORD NO. 1 (ALL COMPLAINTS WELCOMED BUT IGNORED)
1

4

2

Across

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Down

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2 General President of the Miners' Federation
during the 1949 Coal Strike.
4 What is the name of the Attorney-General who
launched a raid on ASIO?
8 Married to a suffragette, who did Bruce try to
deport?
11 Subject of a 1987 text by Brian Matthews.
12 'Burnt to the water line’ in the Great Strikes of
the 1890s, the ...
15 Who reportedly said 'run over the bastards'.
17 The last treasurer in the Whitlam Government.
19 The first Victorian secretary of the Australian
Peace Council.
20 Author of We of the Never-Never.
22 For which well-known cook did Wilfred Burchett
cook Rabbit and Prunes?
23 Author of the poem 'The Orange Tree'.

1 Vere Gordon Childe was also well known as an?
3 Which Gurindji elder is the subject of a Kev
Carmody and Paul Kelly song.
5 Who unseated Bruce in 1929?
6 Who reportedly 'left his medals in a knocking
shop'?
7 He unsuccessfully defended Bushranger Frank
Gardiner.
9 Surname of the ‘Red Dean’ of Canterbury?
10 The secret code name for Wally Clayton?
13 Early Australian playwright and foundation
member of the Victorian Socialist Party.
14 Leader of the CPA nicknamed 'the assassin'?
16 Author of 'The Battlers'.
18 To whom the phrase 'damned whores' is credited?
21 Who wrote Crossing the Party Line?
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CRYPTOGRAM
CLUE: He was instrumental in Petrov’s defection in 1954.
A

B

13

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

25

J

K

L

M

N

9

O

P

Q

R

S

T

15

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

17

SOLUTION
__

I

A

__

O

__

U

__

__

I

4

9

13

10

15

1

17

21

3

9

MEETING PLACE

Meetings of the society are held in Meeting Room 1 in the Trades Hall
Enter the Trades Hall through the Victoria Street entrance

Meeting room 1

Trades Hall

New
International
Bookshop
Steps



Victoria Street

888


8-Hour Day
Monument

Labour History Society –– Melbourne Branch Contacts
President
Peter Love
51 Blanche Street
St Kilda 3182
Tel: 9534 2445

Secretary
Brian Smiddy
7 The Crest
Watsonia 3087
Tel: 9435 5145

Treasurer
Julie Kimber
232 Stokes Street
Port Melbourne 3207
Tel: 9636 3238

Please send all submissions and research questions/notes for inclusion in Recorder to the editor, Julie Kimber (juliekimber@unswalumni.com)
MEMBERSHIP OF THE MELBOURNE BRANCH, ASSLH
For more than thirty years the Melbourne Branch of the Australian Society for the Study of Labour History (Incorporated) has published its
newsletter Recorder, held regular meetings with guest speakers or seminar discussions and organised events to commemorate important
anniversaries. We have published special issues of Recorder and played a part in restoring the public profile of Labour Day in Victoria. We have
restored historic memorials and given assistance to the Labour Historical Graves Committee. Our members continue to write labour history, assist
researchers, unions and other interested people. We have also organised one of the biennial national Labour History conferences.
If you would like to support our work we would be very pleased to receive your application to join or renew your membership of the
Branch. It only costs $10 per year. Please make cheques are made payable to ASSLH. Send subscriptions (together with your email and postal
details) to the ASSLH Melbourne Branch Treasurer. Electronic direct deposits can also be made: contact the treasurer for details.
I, ________________________________________________ of ___________________________________________________________________
[Name - in block letters please]
[Address for posting of the newsletter Recorder]
__________
Post-code
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________
State

______________________________
Telephone (optional): Home/Work

_______________________________________________
E-mail

